Opinion
The article considers a brief comparison of the neurocognitive processes of recognition and remembrance, both of which may be affected several clinical conditions affecting brain. Measurement of these function related to remembrance could be also useful for the detection of presence of experiences related to autobiographic episodes, which renders one responsible in crime related activities, whereas recognition would help to know the familiarity of an individual with a person, place, or object.
Perception is the sensory process of registering sensory signals within the brain and identifying the source of the signals by comparing the signals with the already stored neuronal traces. The process comprises of directing attention to the source of the signals, and comparison of the registered model with the already existing memory traces for identifying a comparable sensory model, if present. The comparison would involve identifying any change from the already known neural models. The changes detected may contribute to a novelty effect of the new sensory inputs or familiarity with an already known neural model available in the brain. Recognition of the inputs using a comparable memory trace, if present would occur like a conditioned reflex [1] . In case there is no memory trace already available, one must learn to build a new internal trace or modify an existing model, which forms a primary learning process. Recognition of novelty or familiarity effects facilitate neural activation which produces a significant positivity, and the event related potential has been called the P300 potential, which could be recorded from the surface of the brain. The positivity representing detection appears within the range of 250 to 500 -600 milliseconds after the sensory registration. The two other event related potentials which precede the P300 are the P1 representing sensory registration of signals, and N1 indicating direction of attention to the newly registered sensory event. An important experimental requirement is that the subject must make a response when any change in the stimulus inputs is detected. P300 may be produced by detection of even small changes in a stimulus, if the same stimulus is infrequently, but repeatedly presented. For example, if a different stimulus is presented every time, a P300 will be elicited every time. If one of the stimuli presented is a repetition of the previous one, detection of the repetition will produce a higher P3, marking that the brain of the subject has realized the repetition of a stimulus. Several studies have differentiated two components of P300 as a and b, where 'a' has been identified representing a novelty effect, whereas 'b' represents the regular recognition of a new stimulus. The potential could easily be detected either with auditory or visual stimuli, and it could be recorded as a regular clinical test, as changes in the potential are detected in most of brain lesion cases, especially if the lesion has affected the frontal lobe functions. Auditory Brainstem Responses are yet another regular group of clinically significant measures, generated from the subcortical levels, which take place well before sensory registration at the cortical level occurs.
Another important neurocognitive processing in the brain is indeed related to encoding and decoding, when meanings are assigned to words and other symbols heard and seen, and a cumulative meaning is derived or created. Along with these processes, yet another significant neurocognitive process that takes place in the brain is that of remembrance of information, stored in the past. These may belong to the experiences one would have had, or mere knowledge acquired by the individual. Remembering past events is significantly different from the mere retrieval of information from the knowledge bank for recognition. Remembrance was differentiated from knowing, where knowing is essentially recognizing. Recognition could occur when the stimuli are presented in any sensory modality, whereas remembrance of an autobiographic episode would occur, only when it is cued by a short statement, or an individual is again subjected to a similar or comparable experience. 
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The initial neural processes in remembrance also deals with recognition of the inputs. Mandler [2] was the first to differentiate knowing from remembering. Remembrance requires several accompanying functions such internal direction of attention, accessing source memory or reference to the place and time of occurrence of a happening or experience, accessing sensory-motor imageries or experiences, which may include recreation of imageries in the visual, auditory, motor, and touch sensations, whichever one would have had experienced, and the accompanying emotional experiences one would have had. Remembrance is therefore reliving an earlier experience by reloading or recreating the virtual memories of the original event or experience. This was supported in several neuroimaging studies by Tulving [3] [4] and in many other studies [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Neural equivalents of several of the neural imaging changes seen during remembrance could also detected in EEG, supporting the presence of remembrance of an earlier experience taking place. However, these changes may occur over a longtime epoch, and our studies have shown several neural changes within the frontal -no frontal cortical domain, related to a remembrance may occur any time within 7 secs, after cueing the person about a specific component of the earlier experience. Long remembrance cued be cued by sequence of probes referring to a previous event, provided the person has had the experience.
There is no comparison between the neural activation patterns between that of mere recognition and remembrance. Recognition of a component needs to be accomplished only by knowing about it, which could be acquired through several indirect means of acquisition, without any experiential contacts. Further, the neural indicator is only an event related potential, which could be recorded from any of the several brain surface electrodes. On the other hand, remembrance occurs only when one has had the experiential participation in an event, and there are multiple topographically specific changes occurring over a long period of several seconds, which are seen in multiple electrodes, during each remembrance. The multichannel EEG need to be analyzed in a nonlinear manner for detecting the significant change in the power values in different frequency bands, as well as Event Related Potentials, all of which may sequentially occur at different points in time, generally over 5-7 secs. These changes are seen mainly in the frontal areas and associated non-frontal areas, which contribute to recreation of sensory and motor imageries, during remembrance [8] [9] [10] [11] . Testing remembrance may be clinically useful for the early detection of loss of remembrance, as in dementia, and for forensic applications to find if the concerned person has had any specific previous experience, which could be cued by sequentially presented verbal probes. The probes could be presented at regular interval, which the subject needs only listen to, without giving any response.
